
ANDE FAIRSTM: Claimed Relationships is a secure module within the ANDE FAIRS Windows-based 

application that provides an easy-to-use interface allowing operators with no knowledge of genetics  

or pedigrees to produce real-time claimed relationships results that show the probability of the veracity 

of such claims. This module leverages years of investment in algorithms routinely used in AABB-

accredited labs.

ANDE FAIRSTM

CL AIMED 
REL ATIONSHIPS

FAIRS Claimed Relationships module provides a non-

technical user with a simple step-by-step interface 

to capture, test and verify the claimed relationships 

associated with a case. 

The user selects an Anchor and the remainder of the 

Family Members to be included in the evaluation. The 

FAIRS Claimed Relationships module then walks the user 

through a guided set of simple questions that allows the 

set of claimed relationships to be captured for testing.
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Claimed relationships to the Anchor, the Other Parent 

and for the Siblings are verified using Algorithms  

that are routinely used in AABB-accredited labs.  

To maximize user productivity, the results are color  

coded to easily distinguish between claimed  

relationships that may require further action and those 

that are successfully verified.

A technical user can drill down on the high-level results 

to view reports that include the genetic profiles,  

allele frequencies and formulae used when calculating  

the results. 

EFFICIENT

EASY-TO-USE

PROVEN

SECURE



The FAIRS Claimed Relationships module uses the 

underlying capabilities of the FAIRS application to securely 

import and manage DNA IDs and metadata associated  

with subjects of the claimed relationships tests. 

The FAIRS application provides a comprehensive structure 

of User Management roles to allow for Operator, Admin or 

Supervisory functions. The application also establishes a 

secure relationship with any connected ANDE Rapid DNA 

Instrument to facilitate the import of DNA IDs by Ethernet 

connection or USB drive.

DNA IDs residing in the FAIRS database can be exported and 

shared with other approved federated sources. 

The ANDE FAIRS Claimed Relationship module and its 

underlying algorithms will form the basis for ANDE’s future 

planned innovations in the Kinship arena.

FAIRS:TM Claimed Relationships

System Requirements

Windows 7 or 10, i7 Intel Processor, 8 GB DRAM, .NET 

Framework 4.6 or newer

Edwin and Sally claim to be the parents of Jason and Amy

Edwin Topper (Anchor)
1000000008555_IUWK

Sally Chapman
1000000012405_MZGV

Jason Topper
1000000005647_LLZO

Amy Topper
1000000012443_VERQ

A1510001060
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